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Monolith Grill

join the club!
Join our grill community
on Facebook and
Instagram.
„Monolith
Owner‘s Club“

ATTENTION!
This manual contains important information about the correct use and handling of the
lighter. Before using the lighter it‘s important to read and follow the instructions and
warnings written in this manual. Keep this manual for future reference.
We only grant a guarantee if these operating instructions have been read completely and
handed in with the bill.
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02 IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTES

IMPORTANT!

CONGRATULATIONS!

Please carefully read the operating instructions
before assembly and the first use. If you have
concerns about the packaging, the individual

parts or the product, please contact your dealer
before using the device for the first time. Only
the original packaging provides secure protection for transport and this same packaging should
therefore be reused for any product returns.
The limited lifetime warranty applies to
our 
products, refer to our homepage
www.monolith-grill.eu for full details.

For spare parts and repair requests please email
pictures directly to your dealer quoting your
receipt reference.

….on your purchase from the Monolith Grill GmbH
and the trust placed in us. We hope you enjoy it and
have “good embers” at all times!

If necessary, we may contact you directly. Please
note that a detailed written description of any
problem generally leads to a faster resolution than
telephone conversations. Working this way, your
dealer can check everything, add further details
and then quickly rectify the situation.

Please read and understand these instructions prior to assembly and / or your initial cook.
This grill is exclusively for outdoor use. Never use
the grill in a closed room because toxic gases can
build up. Never use the grill under flammable roofs
or shelters. Keep children and pets away from the
grill.
Before using, make sure that the grill is positioned
on a sturdy and level surface and check the grill
for signs of damage. We recommend that you use
Monolith charcoal and light the charcoal with our
Mono Lighter (item no.: M-001) which conforms
to EN 1860-3 safety standards. Never use alcohol or petrol or any other chemical to ignite!
When lighting your grill, ensure that it is positioned
at least 3m away from any potentially flammable
materials.

The grill operates at high temperatures and
should therefore not be moved while lit and never
leave a burning fire unattended because hot smoke can build up. Always open the lid carefully and
slowly so that air can first enter the grill and so minimise the risk of a flare up.
Always let the grill cool completely, before emptying, moving or storing it. Build the grill according to
the assembly instructions and only use the components provided. Prior to assembly, check that the
actual delivered parts correspond with the parts list
and instruction manual provided.

Curious?
Discover the entire range of
accessories and the numerous
cooking styles possible:
Visit our w
 ebsite
www.monolith-grill.eu
www.monolith-icon.com
or our Youtube channel
Monolith Grill:
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WARNING
Handle the parts with extreme care. Incorrect installation can cause injuries. NOTE: Read and u
 nderstand
all instructions before starting assembly. If you have any questions, please contact your dealer!

STEP 1

The cradle

STEP 3

Insert the firebox frame

STEP 4

Use & Care

STEP 5

Detaching the lid

Your ICON lid is specially designed to be easily
removed so now you can use a fire plate.
Attention: take care to follow instructions in sequence to minimise the risk of injury.
Open the lid and loosen the two wing nuts at the
back of the grill on either side of the hinge.

STEP 2

Place ICON in the cradle

Attention: To avoid the possibility of damage and/or
injury, ensure that the pre-assembled cradle is sited
on a flat, stable surface.

Now place the fire box metal frame in the grill and
position the ash removal opening to line up with
the air intake vent on the body.

Simply insert the stainless steel cooking grate, close
the lid and you’re ready to grill over direct heat.

Now place the four individual fire box segments
into the metal frame.

Create a 2nd level and expand your cooking area by inserting the warming rack (accessory item no. 201023).

Lastly, when the fire box is complete, insert the
cast iron charcoal grate.

For indirect cooking such as smoking, roasting,
baking etc. you will need the deflector stone and
support frame (accessory item no.102024)

Do not remove the lid from the closed position.

Now carefully guide the ICON into the cradle
taking care to ensure that the side with the
protruding BBQ Guru nozzle is inserted first.

Now hold the lid by the handle and lift it out of the
hinge mechanism while taking care to keep your
fingers away from the hinge.
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06 CARE AND MAINTENANCE // IGNITING THE ICON

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Dual-Disc
Ventilation Cap
Item-No. 201059-J

Stainless Steel Cradle
Item-No. 102027

Divided Fire Box
Item-No. 201053-J

Stainless Steel Grill
Grate
Item-No. 201060-J

Cast Iron
Fire Grate
Item-No. 201066-J

Grid Lifter
Item-No. 206000

Ash Shovel
Item-No. 207042

Thermometer
Item-No. 201057-J

Bamboo Handle
Item-No. 201064-J

Make sure the ICON is positioned on a stable,
flat, heat-resistant and non-flammable surface and away from flammable objects.

ignite it. As soon as the charcoal sparks, pull the
MonoLighter away from the charcoal and “blow
dry” the nest of embers to the desired intensity.

Make sure that the ICON has a clear air gap of at
least 1.5m distance from other surrounding
objects.

Now close the lid and fully open both the lower
ventilation slider and the exhaust daisy wheel
on the top. It is best not to stoke the fire once
lit, the glow of the embers will naturally spread
of their own accord. Please use heat resistant
gloves once lit and when handling hot ceramics
or charcoal.

To light a fire, place charcoal over the the charcoal cast iron grate. Now position the MonoLighter (accessory M-001) close to the charcoal and

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

ICON Fireplate
Item-No. 102021

Wok Crown
Item-No. 102022

Deflector stone
incl. Lift
Item-No. 102024

Cast iron grid Junior,
ICON compatible
Item-No. 201029

Pizza stone Junior,
ICON compatible
Item-No. 201025

Charcoal basket Junior,
ICON compatible
Item-No. 201046-J

WOK Set
Item-No. 207013

ICON cover
Item-No. 102028

User Manual
Item-No. 20000-HB

You can find many more optional accessories at your vendor or on our website www.monolith-icon.com

07 WARRANTY & CONTACT

Congratulations on your decision to buy a
Monolith product.
In accordance with European warranty law
(amended on January 1st, 2002) there is a statutory warranty period of 2 years within the EU.
In addition to the statutory warranty, we offer a
“limited lifetime” warranty on individual parts,
see our website for details.
The warranty period begins when the retailer
hands over the product and provides you with
a proof of purchase receipt. Please keep this receipt safe for the duration of the warranty period.
The guarantee does not apply to: Any part of the
product that is not related to the functionality of
the product. Normal wear and tear unless it is a
production or material defect. Damage due to improper use, force m
 ajeure, repairs not carried out
by approved engineers and use of non-standard
Monolith replacement parts.

08 WARNING!

Justified warranty claims include situations where:
The claimed damage or defect was evident at the
point of handover from retailer to customer. The
defect applies to a part not considered to be subject to normal wear and tear. The damage or mistake has occurred despite the device being used
as intended.
If you have any questions about your ICON, please
contact your retailer.
We wish you lots of fun and success with your new
device!

1. PLACE FOR THE MONOLITH Always choose a hard
and level surface. Take the weight of the MONOILTH
into consideration. Do not place the Monolith directly
on or in the vicinity of combustible materials. Remember sparks and the hot exhaust air are also potential
fire hazards, therefore do not place under a low patio-roof or canopy. Do not use the Monolith indoors.
Always place it outdoors with adequate air circulation.

10. BACKDRAFTS Once lit, the Monolith lid should
always be opened slowly and with extra caution to
prevent dangerous flare ups or backdrafts. By only
opening the lid about 4-5 cm, oxygen can slowly fill
the Monolith, this helps avoid a backdraft. Should you
have a backdraft, immediately close the lid and both
air vents. It is always advisable to wear heat resistant
gloves, and not to stand directly in front of the grill.

2. LIGHTERS Never use any fluid or chemical accelerants, never use petrol or spirit! Chemical or liquid
accelerants, can be absorbed by the ceramic unit and
may adversely affect the flavour and quality of the
food.

11. OPENING AND CLOSING THE LID The ceramic
lid is held in an open position by means of tension
springs. Do not underestimate the heavy weight of
the lid. Never let the lid drop when closing, make sure
that no body parts or grill tools are between the unit
base and lid. By simply releasing the handle, both the
lid and/ or base can be damaged through the weight
and force of the lid. Replace damaged springs immediately.

3. INDOOR USE Due to smoke emissions we recommend not using the Monolith indoors. Always place it
outdoors with adequate air circulation.

Your

Monolith-BBQ

Team

4. CAST IRON VENTILATION CAP Please restrain
from looking inside the cast iron ventilation cap.
Sparks and the hot exhaust air can cause injury.
5. FIRE DANGER Do not leave the grill unattended.
Sparks and the hot exhaust air can cause inflammable objects in the vicinity to ignite.
7. CHILDREN AND PETS When using the Monolith,
do not leave children and pets unattended close to
the grill.
8. LOCAL ORDINANCE & REGULATIONS Observe the
local ordinance and regulations before using the grill.
9. PLACING / REMOVING COMPONENTS The grill
and its metal components can get very hot, please
wear gloves or use tongs when placing the metal
grids, pizza stone or deflector stone in the grill or
when removing them. Do not place hot components
on inflammable or sensitive surfaces. Please exercise
caution when handling the hot components in order
to avoid injuries. Do not try to remove the firebox or
charcoal basket when filled with hot coals.

12. EXTINGUISHING THE CHARCOAL By closing
both of the air vents, the embers will extinguish, this
will take approximately 10 – 20 minutes. Never use
water to extinguish the charcoal.
13. RISK OF BURN INJURIES Due to the very good insulation of the heavy ceramics, there is minimal risk of
burn injuries when touching the outside walls of the
Monolith. We still recommend using precaution and
keeping children and pets away from the grill whilst
in use.

MONOLITH Grill GmbH | Frida-Schröer-Straße 56
49076 Osnabrück | info@Monolith-grill.de
MONOLITH-GRILL.EU

